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Mrs Sarah Drew
Forge Engineering Design Solutions Limited
Forge House
30 Digging Lane
Fyfield, Abingdon
Oxfordshire
OX13 5LY

22 December 2023

Pre-planning enquiry: Confirmation of sufficient capacity

Site: 112 Brize Norton Road, Minster Lovell, Witney, OX29 0SQ

Dear Mrs Drew,

Thank you for Pre-planning application for the construction of 4 residential dwellings.

We have completed the assessment of the foul water flows based on the information submitted
in your application with the purpose of assessing sewerage capacity within the existing Thames
Water sewer network.

This confirmation is valid for 12 months or for the life of any planning approval that this
information is used to support, to a maximum of three years.

You’ll need to keep us informed of any changes to your design – for example, an increase
in the number or density of homes. Such changes could mean there is no longer
sufficient capacity.

If your proposals progress in line with the details you’ve provided, we’re pleased to confirm that
there will be sufficient sewerage capacity in the adjacent foul water sewer network to serve your
development.

Foul Water
Proposed foul water to discharge via gravity flow into an existing uncharted manhole chamber
located on an existing unmapped 150mm foul water upstream from manhole SP3110 2102.

Surface Water
No surface water discharge information has been provided/Site is to follow SuD’s therefore no
direct or indirect discharge of surface water into a Thames Water sewer.

In accordance with the Building Act 2000 Clause H3.3, positive connection of surface water to a
public sewer will only be consented when it can be demonstrated that the hierarchy of disposal
methods have been examined and proven to be impracticable.
Before we can consider your surface water needs, you’ll need written approval from the
LLFA (Lead Local Flood Authority) that you have followed the sequential approach to the
disposal of surface water and considered all practical means.
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